
Double Vegetation 
 
The 2D computational module that can be downloaded here allows HYDRUS users to consider 
two different types of vegetation (contrary to only one type of vegetation that is allowed by a 
standard HYDRUS software). This executable module needs to replace the standard 
h2d_calc.exe file in the folder where HYDRUS is installed. Warning: Make a backup of the 
original file so that you can go back to it for other HYDRUS applications. 
 
Parameters and spatial distribution for one vegetation type is specified as usual using the 
HYDRUS GUI. Parameters for the second vegetation are specified in a new text file called 
Option.in that needs to be placed into the Working Folder of a particular project. Spatial 
distribution of roots for the second vegetation is entered using the initial temperature (these 
values are then copied internally in the model into another vector and then the heat transport is 
disabled). An example of the Option.in file is given below (it is also included with the 
downloadable example). The first line needs to give transpiration for the first time period. This 
seems strange, but it is like this, because of how different subroutines are organized in the model. 
The second and third lines are comments lines. The forth line gives the Feddes’ parameters (it is 
assumed that the salinity stress is considered for the first vegetation, the same parameters are 
then used also for the second vegetation). The rest is pretty much self-explanatory. One needs to 
provide the surface area (a length of the boundary) associated with the second vegetation, and 
finally transpiration fluxes for the second vegetation. This needs to be at the same times as in the 
Atmosph.in file, i.e., for other time-variable boundary conditions. Calculated fluxes (actual and 
cumulative) for the first vegetation are given as usual. For the second vegetation, they are given 
at the end of the file Check.out. The simple example, as well as the executable module can be 
downloaded. Check it out and good luck with it. 
 
        121      0.08 
*** Options.in ************************************************************************* 
       P0       P2H       P2L       P3          r2H        r2L 
      -10     -100       -200    -15000        0.1         0.5 
   POptm 
     -50  
Length of soil surface associated with transpiration 
     764000 
       tAtm     rRoot  
        122      0.23 
        123      0.92 
        124      0.26 
        125      0.71 
        126      0.65 
. 
. 
        139      0.38 
        140      0.83 
        141      0.77 
        142      0.92 
        143      0.95 
        144      0.62 
        145      0.14 
*** END OF INPUT FILE 'ATMOSPH.IN' ************************************* 

 
Examples: 
DoubleVeg2Da Double vegetation test - Single vegetation 1 
DoubleVeg2Db Double vegetation test - Single vegetation 2 
DoubleVeg2Dc Double vegetation test - Two overlapping vegetations


